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)e use of fly ash (FA) limestone and powder (LP) in combination with cement in concrete has several practical, ecological, and
economic advantages by reducing carbon dioxide emissions, reducing the excessive consumption of natural resources, and
contributing to a cleaner production of self-compacting concrete (SCC). A mix design method for SCC based on paste rheological
threshold theory can guide the SCC mix design by paste tests. )is method can be visualized by the self-compacting paste zone
(SCP zone), a plane area where all the mix points meet the paste threshold theory, and SCC zone, a plane area consisting of all the
mix points satisfying the criteria of qualified SCC. In the case of cement SCC, the SCP zone coheres with the SCC zone. However,
in the case of the addition of FA or LP with different granulometry and shape characteristics from cement, experimental results
indicate that the SCP zone is separated from the SCC zone. )is work quantitatively studied the influence of FA and LP on the
movement of the SCP zone by introducing the improved powder equivalence model. )e improved model was obtained by
powder equivalence coefficients calculated through the mortar test results with or without FA or LP, instead of SCC tests in the
former method. )e equivalence coefficients by volume of FA and LP are 0.55 and 0.79, respectively, which means that 1.82 unit
volume of FA or 1.27 unit volume of LP is equivalent to one unit volume of cement.)e improved powder equivalence model was
verified by the successful preparation of SCC incorporating FA or LP simply and effectively. )e equivalent SCP zone cohered
better with the SCC zone than the former SCP zone, which could guide the quick mix design of SCC without SCC premix tests.

1. Introduction

As a kind of high-performance concrete, self-compacting
concrete (SCC) can flow through the gaps of dense rein-
forced bars under its gravity without vibration and fill up the
voids without segregation and excessive bleeding, to ensure
the compaction of the structure, shorten the construction
period, and eliminate vibration noise [1, 2].

To obtain SCCs with excellent workability, the Bingham
model was applied [3] and researchers [4–10] exploited a
mix proportion design method for SCC based on paste
rheological properties for its advantages of revealing the
basic principles involved in physical phenomena and time-
saving trial mixtures. Saak et al. [4] presented that the
segregation resistance and flowability of fresh concrete

largely depended on the rheology of cement paste. More-
over, to predict the flow behavior of the corresponding SCC,
Lachemi et al. [11] established relationships between the
fresh properties (e.g., slump flow and V-funnel time) of
concrete with high content of fly ash (FA) and the yield stress
and plastic viscosity of a paste. Wu and An [9] predicted
pure cement SCC’s workability according to paste rheology
and set up the threshold theory. According to the threshold
theory, when the yield stress and plastic viscosity of the paste
satisfy the threshold theory, the SCC with the same mix
proportion as the paste has good working performance. Nie
and An [12] visualized the threshold theory by the self-
compacting paste (SCP) zone, which is the set of all points
satisfying the theory. Higher costs, higher hydration heat,
and greater shrinkage during drying may occur as a result of
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SCC with a large amount of cement [13–15]. )erefore,
mineral admixtures such as FA and LP are usually used to
replace partial cement [16–22], which may reduce hydration
heat, optimize the particle packing, and maintain the SCC
workability [23–26]. Additionally, incorporating FA or LP
can reduce carbon footprint and increase waste reutilization.
However, the paste rheological threshold theory was not
verified with concrete experiments incorporating FA or LP.

)e effects of FA replacing partial cement on the
workability of concrete have been investigated by many
researchers. Douglas [27] found that adding FA can reduce
the superplasticizer/powder ratio (SP%) and increase the
SCC workability. Shen et al. [28] recorded that the slump of
concrete increased from 164mm to 189mm with the re-
placement ratio of FA from 0% to 50%. However, Zhang
and Li [29] drew the conclusion that the slump and the
slump flow (SF) of concrete increased firstly and then
decreased when FA content was increasing, which were
highest when the FA content was 15% by mass. )e dif-
ferent particle size distribution and different morphology
[30] resulted in the different influences of FA on the
concrete’s workability.

)e effects of LP replacing partial cement on the
workability of concrete also have been investigated by many
researchers. Beeralingegowda and Gundakalle [23] con-
cluded that concrete was more flowable with LP’s replace-
ment percentage up to 20%. Recent work [31] indicated that
the SF of SCC incorporating LP was more than that of SCC
only with cement as powder. Other scholars [32, 33] also
found that adding some LP can improve the workability of
concrete. However, some studies [34, 35] showed that more
superplasticizer (SP) or water was needed in SCC with LP to
keep the same rheological properties as SCC without LP.
)is is because the finer LP granules can fill the voids be-
tween the coarser cement granules, which increases the
package density of powder. Hence, the above opposite
conclusions may be attributed to the different morphology
and fineness of a variety of LPs [26].

Based on the paste rheological threshold theory, Nie [36]
carried out several paste experiments by using different FA
proportions and obtained SCP zones. However, no SCCs
were conducted to validate the SCP zones. Zhang et al. [37]
obtained the SCC zone consisting of the mix points of SCC
with satisfied working performances by SCC test experi-
ments. Based on the SCP zone and SCC zone, they con-
ducted concrete experiments to validate the SCP zone and
found the separation of the SCP zone and the SCC zone [37].
To deal with this problem, Zhang et al. [37] studied the
difference of cement, FA, and LP from the perspective of
powder equivalence. Based on SCC workability with dif-
ferent properties between cement and other powders such as
FA and LP considered, other powders can be turned into
equivalent cement according to the equivalence coefficients.
At last, the goal of the match of the SCC zone and the SCP
zone was realized. However, the powder equivalence coef-
ficients are obtained by comparing the equivalent SCP zone
with the SCC zone until they coincide mostly, and some
time-consuming concrete experiments have to be conducted
inevitably [37, 38].

To deal with this problem, the powder equivalence
model will be enhanced from the perspective of obtaining
powder equivalence coefficients by comparing the results of
mortars with/without FA/LP instead of the comparison of
the equivalent SCP zone and the SCC zone in the previous
study.

2. Theoretical Research

2.1. Materials. Figure 1 shows the micromorphology images
of cement, FA, and LP. It indicates that the particle size and
morphology of the three powders are different.)e particle size
distributions of the three kinds of powders are shown in
Figure 2. )e fineness of cement, FA, and LP is 473m2/kg,
5370m2/kg, and 3650m2/kg, respectively. )e densities of ce-
ment, FA, and LP are 3080kg/m2, 2500kg/m2, and 2700kg/m2,
respectively. )e three powders have continuous gradation. )e
median particle size of cement, FA, and LP is 20.30μm,
17.82μm, and 19.28μm, respectively. Cement has the largest
median particle size while FAhas the leastmedian particle size of
the cement, as shown in Figure 2.

)e performance of SCC is affected by mineral fillers
replacing cement. )e reasons are summarized in the fol-
lowing three aspects.

2.1.1. Ball Bearing Effect. FA contains many ball glass beads.
LP contains superfine ball-like particles that can be obtained
by breaking, crushing, and grinding brittle limestone.
Generally, FA and LP particles are much closer to a sphere
than those of cement. )ese ball-like particles can not only
reduce the friction between particles but also make the
cement particles not stick together.

2.1.2. Filler Effect. Particle size ranges of FA and LP are
similar and are much wider than cement. About 10% of the
particles of FA or LP are finer than those of cement.)e finer
particles can fill the voids among the coarser particles,
making the solid skeleton more compactable and increasing
the bulk density.

2.1.3. Adsorption Effect. Different powders have different
adsorption capacities to polycarboxylate superplasticizers mol-
ecules, which also affects the workability of SCC. )e previous
research [39] indicated that cement has twice the adsorption
capacity to superplasticizer as LP with the same finesses.

Polycarboxylate superplasticizer was used herein in this
study with a solid content of 20% and a density of 1.03 g/cm3.
A crushed quartz sand (QS) was regarded as a fine aggregate
in the validation of the equivalence coefficients of FA in
Section 4.1. )e particle size range of QS is 0.075–4.75mm,
and the density of QS is 2.64 g/cm3. Crushed limestone sand
(LS) was regarded as a fine aggregate in the validation of the
equivalence coefficients of LP with the density of 2.70 g/cm3

in Section 4.2. Crushed gravel was regarded as the coarse
aggregate (CA) with particle size ranging from 4.75mm to
20mm, and its density and packing density are 2.70 g/cm3

and 1.36 g/cm3, respectively. )e particle size distribution
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curves of the QS, LS, and crushed gravel are shown in
Figure 3.

2.2. Mix Design Method for SCC Based on Paste Rheological
Properties. SCC is composed of gravel and mortar [8, 40].
Furthermore, sand and paste comprise mortar. )e SCC’s
workability relies on the gravel content, gravel properties,
and mortar rheology. )e mortar rheology is related to
sand ratio, sand properties, and paste rheology. )e es-
sence of the paste rheological threshold theory is quan-
titatively limiting the paste rheological properties to get
good SCCs. Based on the two mechanical models [41] and
the relationship between mortar rheological properties
and paste rheological properties, equations (1) and (2) can
determine the rheological criteria of SCC formulated
paste.

τpaste ≤ τthreshold �
ρmortarg B + 2δmortar( 

2 A + 2δmortar( 

2

1 −
ϕ

ϕmax
 

n

,

(1)

where τpaste and τthreshold are the paste yield stress and paste
yield stress threshold; ρmortar represents the mortar density;
g equals 9.81m/s2; δmortar represents the thickness of mortar
covering the gravel; A represents that the average width of
gravel is equal to 2r; B represents that the average height is
equal to 0.9r; r represents the average radius of gravel [10]; ϕ
represents the actual sand-mortar volumetric ratio; and ϕmax
represents the theoretical maximum of the sand-mortar
volumetric ratio; the coefficient of nwas obtained to be 4.2 in
the study of Toutou and Roussel [42].)e calculation of ϕmax
and δmortar is given in the research of Wu and An [9].
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, (2)

where ηpaste and ηthreshold are, respectively, the paste plastic
viscosity and the threshold of paste plastic viscosity; Δρ
represents the density difference between gravel and mortar
around; and [η] is approximated to be 2.5 in the study of
Krieger and Dougherty [43].

Based on the research of Roussel et al. [44] and Chidiac
et al. [45], the paste yield stress (τpaste) can be calculated
through equation (3) and the paste plastic viscosity (ηpaste)
can be calculated through equation (4).

τpaste �
225ρpastegV

2
cone

128π2 SFpaste/2 
5 − λ

SFpaste/2 
2

Vcone
, (3)

ηpaste �
2ρpasteghconeVcone

3π × slump × SF2pres
T200, (4)

where ρpaste is the paste density; Vcone and hcone represent
minislump cone’s inner volume and height; SFpaste repre-
sents the SF for paste at stoppage; SFpres equals to 200mm;
T200 is defined by the time it spends when SF is up to
200mm; slump represents slump value with SFpres equaling
to 200mm; and λ equals to 0.0005 [37].

Combining the bilinear interpolation method and the
relationship between paste rheological properties and the
water/powder volumetric ratio (VW/VP) and SP% [12], the
SCP zone can be obtained by selecting the paste mixtures
whose rheological characteristics meet the paste rheological
thresholds. In other words, the SCP zone is an intersection
where equations (1) and (2) can be satisfied simultaneously.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1: SEM images (500x) of three kinds of powder: (a) cement, (b) FA, and (c) LP.
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Figure 2: Particle size distribution curves of cement, FA, and LP.
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2.3. Improved Powder Equivalence Model

2.3.1. >e Powder Equivalence Model. When cement is the
only powder in paste and concrete, the SCP zone satisfying
the paste rheological thresholds coincides most with the SCC
zone. For a paste with FA or LP replacing part of cement, the
SCP zone moves towards the area where VW/VP and SP%
become less when the obtained paste thresholds are the
same. And the SCC zone with FA or LP replacing part of the
cement also moves to the area where VW/VP and SP% be-
come less when the good SCC criteria remain unchanged.
However, VW/VP and SP% of the SCP zone are still less than
those of the SCC zone, making the SCP zone with mineral
admixtures separate from the SCC zone with mineral ad-
mixtures, as shown in Figure 4. To solve the problem, Zhang
et al. [37] proposed a powder equivalence model. According
to the same SCC workability, a powder coefficient can be
used to set up an equivalence relationship between different
kinds of powders and cement to realize the purpose of
regional coincidence between the equivalent SCP zone and
the SCC zone. Equations (5) and (6) show the calculation of
[VW/VP]eq and [SP%]eq through the powder equivalence
coefficients.

VW

VP

 
eq

�
VW

VC + kFAVFA + kLPVLP
, (5)

where [VW/VP]eq is the equivalent water-powder ratio by
volume; VW, VC, VFA, and VLP are the volume of water,
cement, FA, and LP, respectively; and kFA and kLP are the
volumetric powder equivalence coefficients of FA and LP.

[SP%]eq �
mSP

mC + KFAmFA + KLPmLP
, (6)

where [SP%]eq is the equivalentmass ratio of superplasticizer to
powder; mSP, mC, mFA, and mLP are the mass of super-
plasticizer, cement, FA, and LP, respectively; and KFA and KLP
are the powder equivalence coefficients of FA and LP by mass.

2.3.2. >e Improved Powder Equivalence Model. Powder
equivalence coefficients for FA and LP provided a good
reference for the SCC mix design. However, the

obtaining of the coefficients was based on a trial-and-
error process and at least 9 groups of SCCs, leading to a
lot of experiments. To solve this weak point, this paper
works on the improved powder equivalence coefficients
for FA and LP, which can be obtained by conducting
mortar experiments instead of the time-consuming SCC
experiments.

When FA or LP replaced part of cement as powder
material, three mortar tests should be carried out. )e first
mortar test is the cement mortar, which is set as the
reference mortar. )en, keeping the SP% constant, two
mortars with FA or LP are obtained by adjusting the water
usage. )e linear interpolation of SF and water usage can
be obtained, by which the water usage of mortar with FA
or LP having the same SF as the reference mortar is found.
Finally, the powder equivalence coefficient can be cal-
culated by comparing the results of mortar tests. )e
calculation process of the equivalence coefficient of FA
and LP based on the mortar experiments will be intro-
duced in the next section.

3. Results and Discussion

According to the frequently used sand ratio and super-
plasticizer dosage recommended by the manufacturer, the
sand ratio was fixed at 45% and the polycarboxylate-based
superplasticizer was fixed at 1% by mass. Moreover, the
cement replacement ratio by FA or LP was fixed at 30% by
mass. Finally, the mortar mix proportions used to de-
termine the powder equivalence coefficients for FA or LP
are shown in Table 1. For the reference mortar, pure
cement was used and the water usage M0 can be adjusted
to obtain a mortar with good flowability. )en, M1 for
testing mortar was adjusted to obtain mortar with the
same SF as the reference mortar. Considering the difficulty
of obtaining mortars with the same SF, two mortars with
different SF were conducted.

Based on the linear interpolation method, the
water usage for mortar with the same SF as the refer-
ence mortar was obtained. Test results are shown in
Table 2.
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Figure 3: Particle size distribution curves of sand and crushed gravel.
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Figure 5 shows the linear interpolation process to get the
water usage of mortar with the same SF as the reference
mortar. Water usage for the mortar incorporating FA was
86.9 g based on the hypothesis that the SF of the mortar
incorporating FA was 290.5mm, the same as that of the
reference mortar while the water usage of the mortar

incorporating LP was 78.8 g, based on the hypothesis that the
SF of mortar incorporating LP was 295.0mm, the same as
that of the reference mortar.

Based on the results above, the equivalence coefficients of FA
can be calculated as follows.)e water usage of one unit volume
of cement and FA can be calculated by equations (7) and (8).
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the thresholds of yield stress and viscosity.
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of SF and VF.
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Figure 4: )e theoretical framework of the powder equivalence model.

Table 1: Mortar mix proportions for powder equivalence coefficients of FA or LP.

Mortar type Cement (g) FA or LP (g) Water (g) SP (g) Sand (g)
Reference mortar 250 0 M0 2.5 358.6
Testing mortar 175 75 M1 2.5 358.6

Table 2: Mortar results for the equivalence coefficients of FA and LP.

No. Mortar Cement (g) FA/LP (g) Water (g) SP (g) Sand (g) SF (mm)
1 Reference mortar 250 0 96.2 2.5 358.6 290.5
2 Testing mortar 175 75 (FA) 85.0 2.5 358.6 278.0
3 Testing mortar 175 75 (FA) 90.0 2.5 358.6 311.0
4 Reference mortar 250 0 81.2 2.5 358.6 295.0
5 Testing mortar 175 75 (LP) 80.0 2.5 358.6 296.0
6 Testing mortar 175 75 (LP) 87.5 2.5 358.6 302.0
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VW,C �
M0/ρW

250/ρC

�
96.2/1000
250/3080

� 1.19,

(7)

VW,FA �
M1 − 175M0/250( /ρW

75/ρFA

�
(86.9 − 175 × 96.2/250)/1000

75/2500
� 0.65.

(8)

)en, the powder equivalence volumetric coefficient of
FA is defined in the following equation:

kFA �
VW,FA

VW,C

�
0.65
1.19

� 0.55,

(9)

where kFA represents the equivalent volumetric coefficient of
FA; VW,FA represents the water usage for one unit volume of
FA; and ρW and ρFA are the density of water and FA,
respectively.

)en, the equivalent coefficient of FA by mass, KFA, is
calculated as follows [37]:

KFA � kFA

ρC

ρFA

� 0.55 ×
3080
2500

� 0.68.

(10)

Likewise, the equivalence coefficients of LP can be cal-
culated as follows:

VW,C �
M0/ρW

250/ρC

�
81.2/1000
250/3080

� 1.00,

(11)

VW,LP �
M1 − 175M0/250( /ρW

75/ρLP

�
(78.8 − 175 × 81.2/250)/1000

75/2700
� 0.79,

(12)

kLP �
VW,LP

VW,C

�
0.79
1.00

� 0.79,

(13)
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where kLP represents the equivalent volumetric coefficient of
LP by volume; VW,LP represents the water usage for one unit
volume of LP; and ρLP is the densities of LP.

)en, the equivalent coefficient of LP by mass, KLP, is
calculated as follows [37]:

KLP � kLP
ρC

ρLP

� 0.79 ×
3080
2700

� 0.90.

(14)

It can be seen that the equivalent coefficients of FA and
LP are both less than 1, so VW/VP is smaller than [VW/VP]eq
and SP% is smaller than [SP%]eq. An area composed of
[VW/VP]eq and [SP%]eq was obtained, and the equivalent
SCP zone where the paste rheological thresholds are satisfied
was drawn in the new area. )e equivalence coefficients
quantify the relationship between cement and other powders
from the perspective of rheology and the effect of powder
incorporation on the SCP zone movement. Specifically, kFA
indicates that 1/kFA unit volume of FA equals the influence
of per unit volume of cement from the standpoint of water
usage. For LP, kLP means that 1/kLP unit volume of LP equals
the effect of a unit volume of cement. From the standpoint of
superplasticizer usage, KFA means that 1/KFA unit mass of
FA equals the influence of per unit mass of cement, whereas
KLP indicates that 1/KLP unit mass of LP equals the influence
of a unit mass of cement.

4. Experimental Validation

4.1.ValidationofEquivalenceCoefficients forFA. First, pastes
with FA replacing 20% of the cement by volume were carried
out to obtain an SCP zone. )e mini-SF test results and
rheological properties of the pastes are shown in Figure 6. It
can be seen from equations (1) and (2) that the paste rhe-
ological thresholds are related toVW/VP but not related to SP
%. )e paste yield stress thresholds for VW/VP (i.e., 0.98,
1.08, and 1.18) are 1.37 Pa, 1.36 Pa, and 1.34 Pa, respectively.
)e paste plastic viscosity thresholds for VW/VP (i.e., 0.98,
1.08, and 1.18) are 22.8 Pa·s, 24.4 Pa·s, and 26.0 Pa·s, re-
spectively. With the equivalence coefficients of FA obtained
frommortar experiments, [VW/VP]eq was calculated through
equation (5), and [SP%]eq was calculated through equation
(6), respectively, as shown in Figure 6. )e paste yield stress
and the paste plastic viscosity are slightly changed compared
with those before the equivalence process. Now, the paste
yield stress thresholds for VW/VP (i.e., 1.09, 1.20, and 1.31)
are 1.35 Pa, 1.34 Pa, and 1.32 Pa, respectively. )e paste
plastic viscosity thresholds for VW/VP (i.e., 1.09, 1.20, and
1.31) are 24.6 Pa·s, 26.3 Pa·s, and 27.7 Pa·s, respectively. )e
bilinear interpolationmethod [12] was used to determine the
SCP zones. )e rheological criteria are such that τpaste is
lower than or equal to τthreshold and ηpaste is greater than or
equal to ηthreshold. )erefore, the area pointed by the arrow,
in Figures 6(a) and 6(b), satisfies the yield stress criterion
and the plastic viscosity criterion.

Based on the above data, the SCP zone and the equivalent
SCP zone were drawn according to the steps in the research
of Zhang et al. [37], as shown in Figures 6(a) and 6(b).

Flowability, passing ability, and segregation resistance
are summed up as the workability of SCC, which was
predicted through the slump flow test and V-funnel test in
this research. )e flowability was quantified by SF of the
slump flow test, and the passing ability and segregation
resistance were quantified by VF from the V-funnel test. )e
criteria of qualified SCC that SF is between 600mm and
800mmwhile VF between 4 s and 25 s were adopted [46, 47].
An intersection called SCC zone can be obtained if the SF
range and VF range were satisfied by the results of the slump
flow test and the V-funnel test simultaneously. )e SCCs
with FA replacing 20% of cement were performed by
changing VW/VP and SP%, as shown in Figure 7. )e SCC
results (SF and VF) were processed using the bilinear in-
terpolation, and then the satisfactory area meeting the re-
quired criteria that SF ranges from 600mm to 800mm and
VF ranges from 4 s to 25 s was obtained [37], as shown in
Figure 7. )e SCC zone would be used to compare with the
SCP zone.

Figure 8 shows that there is no intersection between the
SCP zone and the SCC zone. With the improved powder
equivalence model, most of the equivalent SCP zone lies
within the SCC zone, which validates the applicability of the
powder equivalence model and the feasibility of obtaining
the powder equivalence coefficients by mortar experiments.
From the standpoint of water usage, the FA equivalence
coefficient of 0.55 by volume means that 1.82 unit volume of
FA is equivalent to the effect of one unit volume of cement.
From the standpoint of SP usage, the FA equivalence co-
efficient of 0.68 by mass means that 1.47 unit mass of FA is
equivalent to the influence of one unit mass of cement.

It should be noted that the enhanced powder equivalence
model still has some shortcomings. )e area of the equiv-
alent SCP zone is only about a third of that of the SCC zone,
as shown in Figure 8. Also, the area of the SCP zone is a little
bigger than that of the equivalent SCP zone although their
shapes are similar. Considering the fact that the equivalent
SCP zone is contained in the SCC zone, the enhanced
equivalence model can determine SCC mix proportion
quickly.

4.2. Validation of Equivalence Coefficients for LP. In this
section, pastes and SCCs were conducted to verify the LP
equivalence coefficients, with LP replacing 21% of the ce-
ment by volume. First, mini-SF tests on pastes with LP
replacing 21% of the cement by volume were conducted, as
shown in Figure 9(a).

)e paste yield stress thresholds for VW/VP (i.e., 0.85,
0.92, and 0.99) are 3.43 Pa, 3.39 Pa, and 3.36 Pa, respectively.
)e paste plastic viscosity thresholds for VW/VP (i.e., 0.85,
0.92, and 0.99) are 29.9 Pa·s, 32.3 Pa·s, and 24.4 Pa·s, re-
spectively. With the equivalence coefficients of LP obtained
frommortar experiments, [VW/VP]eq was calculated through
equation (5), and [SP%]eq was calculated through equation
(6), respectively, as shown in Figure 9(b). )e paste yield
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stress and the paste plastic viscosity are slightly changed
compared with those before the equivalence process. Now,
the paste yield stress thresholds for VW/VP (i.e., 0.90, 0.97,
and 1.05) are 3.41 Pa, 3.37 Pa, and 3.33 Pa, respectively. )e
paste plastic viscosity thresholds for VW/VP (i.e., 0.90, 0.97,
and 1.05) are 31.3 Pa·s, 33.7 Pa·s, and 35.9 Pa·s, respectively.
Based on the above data, the SCP zone and the equivalent
SCP zone were drawn according to the steps in the research
of Zhang et al. [37], as shown in Figures 9(a) and 9(b).

)e SCCs with LP replacing 20% of cement were per-
formed by changing VW/VP and SP%, as shown in Figure 10.
Based on the results of SCCs, the SCC zone was obtained, as
shown in Figure 10, according to the steps in the research of
Zhang et al. [37].

)e SCC zone is an intersection that agrees with the
requirements of SF and VF concurrently. Based on the
results of SCCs and the good SCC criteria, the SCC zone was
also obtained through the steps in the research of Zhang
et al. [37], as shown in Figure 11.

)e SCP zone, the equivalent SCP zone, and the SCC
zone are drawn together in Figure 11. It shows that there is a
small intersection between the SCP zone and the SCC zone.
About half of the SCP zone is overlapping with the SCC
zone, which means that the original model has only a 50%
probability of successfully predicting the SCC zone.

On the other hand, the equivalent SCP zone moves
towards the SCC zone, almost overlapping the SCC zone,
which validates the applicability of the enhanced powder
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Figure 6: Results of the mini-SF tests on pastes with cement and FA as powder (a) before equivalence; (b) after equivalence.
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equivalence model and the feasibility of obtaining the
powder equivalence coefficients by mortar experiments.
From the standpoint of water usage, the LP volumetric
equivalence coefficient of 0.79 means that 1.27 unit vol-
ume of LP equals the influence of one unit volume of
cement. From the standpoint of SP usage, the LP
equivalence coefficient of 0.90 by mass means that 1.11

unit mass of LP equals the influence of per unit mass of
cement.

Although the equivalent SCP zone is only about half of
that of the SCC zone, as shown in Figure 11, the enhanced
equivalence model is still useful and can determine SCC mix
proportion quickly considering the fact that most of the
equivalent SCP zone lies in the SCC zone.
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Figure 8: Comparison of different zones with cement and FA as powder.
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Figure 9: Results of the mini-SF tests on pastes with cement and LP as powder (a) before equivalence; (b) after equivalence.
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5. Conclusions

)e effect of FA and LP on the SCP zone of SCC was
quantitatively studied by introducing powder equivalence
coefficients. )e powder equivalence model was enhanced
by comparing the mortar results to obtain powder equiv-
alence coefficients. Combined with the paste rheological
theory, the enhanced powder equivalence model was vali-
dated and exploited to predict the SCP zone of SCC. )e
following conclusions were drawn from the obtained results.

(1) )e application and popularization of the paste
rheological theory may be restricted by the

differences between cement and FA and LP, which
may result in the mismatch between the SCP zone
and the SCC zone. Once mixed with LP or FA, a
smaller VW/VP or SP% was needed to maintain the
same workability as SCC with pure cement as
powder. )is is attributed to the different properties
of cement, FA, and LP.

(2) By comparing the mortar results to obtain powder
equivalent coefficients, the powder equivalence
model was enhanced. )e equivalent coefficients of
FA are 0.55 by volume and 0.68 by mass. )e
equivalent coefficients of LP are 0.79 by volume and
0.90 by mass.

(3) )e enhanced model was verified through SCCs, and
the SCC zones coincided better with the equivalent
SCP zones than SCP zones.

(4) )e equivalent SCP zone could guide the quick mix
design of SCC without SCC premix tests, providing a
reference for the application of this method in
practical engineering.

)e equivalence coefficients may be related to the
physical properties of LP and FA, which will be studied in
the future, considering FA and LP with different properties.
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